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Despite all of the noise reverberating within investment discussions today, the bottom line is that strong risk-adjusted
performance drives people toward investment goals. Thinking about factors is one way to accomplish this objective.

 

Small Caps: A Classic Factor

 

If there is one factor that has become so ubiquitous that many people don’t even think of it in the factor context, it is size.
Investors may not think of it in this context, but the amount of assets that follow indexes like the Russell 2000, S&P Small
Cap 600 and CRSP U.S. Small Cap Indexes tell us that following the returns of U.S. small-cap stocks is popular.

 

Unfortunately, broad small caps don’t always outperform large caps—many of the studies that show their popularity and
the pervasive intuition that “small outperforms large” are based on very long periods.

 

Cycles of Small-Cap and Large-Cap Outperformance in U.S. Equities

 

 

The swings between large-cap and small-cap equity performance during some of these cycles have been truly
staggering:

 

From December 1974 to July 1983, small caps delivered 36% per year while large caps delivered 14.7% per year.
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From July 1983 to March 1999—almost a full 16 years—large caps delivered 18.2% per year while small caps
delivered 7.5% per year.

The period from 2006 onward has tended toward a greater degree of volatility. The longer-run cyclical trend appears to
be large caps outperforming small caps, but within that trend there have been periods in which small caps have
delivered strongly relative to large caps—just not strongly enough to break the bigger trend.

 

Increasing Your Odds within Small Caps—Using the Factors 

 

Sophisticated investors utilize the factors to attempt to improve their chances of generating better risk-adjusted returns
within a particular asset class. For multidecade periods, history has tended to show a strong potential for
outperformance coming from a factor focus. However, in any given calendar year (or shorter) period, it can become very,
very difficult to know which factor to tilt toward.

 

Small-Cap Factors: A Calendar Year Study from 2000 to 2016

 

2014, 2015 and 2016 demonstrate an important point. It would have been very difficult to—ahead of time—call
out quality, momentum and then value as the top small-cap factor strategies. This was made even more
challenging because one would have just seen momentum outperform for four calendar years in a row (2010–
2013).

For these 17 years, momentum was the top strategy for seven years, and value and quality each delivered as the
top strategy in five years.

 

We believe that different factors will continue to shift in and out of favor across time.

 

Enter Multifactor Strategies to Deliver a More-Versatile Approach

 

For those not confident in their ability to switch between factors, multifactor approaches can deliver a much greater
degree of potential versatility. It’s important to note that, even if an index doesn’t have the word “multifactor” in its
name, it’s absolutely possible that it still taps into multiple factors. In fact, it’s fairly difficult for a strategy to solely touch
a single factor and not be influenced by any others.

 

WisdomTree U.S. SmallCap Quality Dividend Growth Index: Size & Quality with Value & a Touch of Momentum
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We started this discussion with size, and the WisdomTree U.S. SmallCap Quality Dividend Growth Index tapped
into this factor very strongly. With its focus on three-year average return on equity (ROE) and return on assets
(ROA), it also delivered nearly twice the loading-to-operating profitability as the next highest loaded index to this
factor. Notably, the growth indexes shown here do not offer all that great of a proxy for quality.

Value in this context references “high book-to-market value minus low book-to-market value.” Since this is
predominantly how the S&P SmallCap 600 Value Index and the Russell 2000 Value Index define value, they load
well to this factor. The WisdomTree strategy doesn’t focus on book-to-market value at all, but it still loads fairly
strongly to this factor.

Over this particular period, all of the small-cap indexes we show did have a positive loading toward momentum.
The S&P SmallCap 600 Growth Index was most strongly loaded to this factor. WisdomTree’s rebalance, focused
on relative valuation, may not tend toward the best capture of exposure to momentum, but the quality and growth
focus employed by the WisdomTree U.S. SmallCap Quality Dividend Growth Index coincided with some
momentum tilts over this period.

 

When Do You Say “No” to Quality and Dividend Growth?

 

Quality and dividend growth are two concepts that resonate strongly with investors. Many investors who like to select
individual stocks do so with these attributes affecting their selection criteria. What we think most investors may not
realize is that you don’t need to focus solely on large-cap stocks to achieve this objective.

 

Important Risks Re lated to th is Art ic leImportant Risks Re lated to th is Art ic le

Investments focusing on certain sectors and/or smaller companies increase their vulnerability to any single economic or
regulatory development.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Factor  : Attributes that based on its fundamentals or share price behavior, are associated with higher return.

Small caps  : new or relatively young companies that typically have a market capitalization between $200 million to $2
billion.

Russell 2000 Index  : Measures the performance of the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2000 is
a subset of the Russell 3000 Index representing approximately 10% of the total market capitalization of that index. It
includes approximately 2000 of the smallest securities based on a combination of their market cap and current index
membership.

S&P SmallCap 600 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted measure of the performance of small cap equities within the
United States, with constituents required to demonstrate profitability prior to gaining initial inclusion.

CRSP U.S. Small Cap Index  : Market capitalization-weighted measure of the performance of small cap equities within
the United States.

Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap)  : A term used by the investment community to refer to companies with a market
capitalization value of more than $10 billion. Large cap is an abbreviation of the term “large market capitalization”.
Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying the number of a company’s shares outstanding by its stock price per
share.

Volatility  : A measure of the dispersion of actual returns around a particular average level.&nbsp.

Momentum Factor  : Characterized by assets with recent price increase trends over time. This term is also associated
with the Momentum Factor which associates these stock characteristics with excess return vs the market over time.

Return on Equity (ROE)  : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much profit a company generates with
the money shareholders have invested.

Return on assets (ROA)  : Firm profits (after accounting for all expenses) divided by the firm’s total assets. Higher
numbers indicate greater profits relative to the level of assets utilized to generate them.

Russell 2000 Value Index  : measures the performance of small-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe. It
includes those Russell 2000 Index companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values.

S&P SmallCap 600 Growth Index  : A market capitalization-weighted measure of the performance of small-cap growth
equities within the United States, with constituents required to demonstrate profitability prior to gaining initial inclusion.
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